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WHAT DRIVES
2020 OUR MISSION

The Foundation
for Hospital Art’s
mission is to bring
comfort and
hope through
art to people
in healthcare
facilities around
the world.
Our vision is to
make hospitals
our most beautiful
places or healing.

Every day our team and
volunteers worldwide hit the
ground running. We may
not literally be running, but
we are equipped with paint
brushes and a passion to
serve and love others. Daily,
we are that runner, chasing down the next hospital
to deliver a painting to a
patient.
How many times have you
driven down the road and
passed the same runner day
after day? Have you wondered what motivates them
to stay after their goal?

We are often asked “What
drives us?” and “What motivates and inspires us?”. The
answer lies in the transformative and loving power of
art. Through our interactions with patients around
the globe, we have witnessed countless encounters
where a patient’s spirits are
lifted and their pain pushed
away, ever so subtly, with
the presence of art.
We want to be where the
patients need love the most.
We want to find that dark
and desolate corner of a
hospital where hope has
become forlorn. We want
to be that bright light when
darkness seems to surround
someone in the hospital.

As the picture shows, this
young girl with a bright wig
to accentuate her positive
attitude, is determined to
beat back cancer and brighten her hospital room.
We are in a race to get to
that next hospital and bring
hope through a palette of
colors. This is where we
need you. Whether you are
a donor, volunteer, or a recipient of one of our paintings, we welcome you to
pick up your running shoes
and join us. Visit our website, www.hospitalart.org,
to find your place on the
starting line. Together, we
will paint a brighter world!

Our quest is to
donate at least
one painting to
every hospital
on Earth.
We welcome your
love and support
of our mission of
compassion
through art.
Help us paint a
brighter world!
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PAINTING A BRIGHTER WORLD
Locally and Globally
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1. Atlanta Falcons

These pro football players
sat down with students
from the Carver High
School football team to
talk about sports and the
benefits of higher education.

2. SunTrust Park

A fitting venue for bringing
hope and joy to countless
patients and families.
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6. Bogota, Colombia

New mothers paint with their
newborn babies.
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7. Brazil

A cancer patient painting
with volunteers and staff.

8. Paraguay

A bedridden patient is joined
by volunteers to paint part of
the mural that will be hung
in his unit.
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LIBERIA PAINTFEST EVENT
®

Patients and medical staff stand proud of their artwork
in the bright sun of Monrovia. Not only will the Benson Hospital benefit, additional murals will be donated
to hospitals throughout Liberia.

3. Notre Dame Crew
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This group of young men
take time out of their busy
training schedule to get a
little outside of their comfort zones and paint with a
purpose.

4. Mt. Paran Students
This group of student volunteers from Mount Paran
Christian School gave their
time to touch up murals in
our Woodstock studio.

5. Hank Aaron Mural

In July, the Atlanta Braves
and Delta Air Lines teamed
up on their day of service to
paint this mural dedicated to
Hank Aaron at KIPP Woodson Academy in Atlanta.
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ATHLETES AND PATIENTS
The oncology department at Dusseldorf University
Hospital (Germany) welcomed their hometown soccer
team, Fortuna Dusseldorf, for a day of painting.
Parents and children were surprised to paint with
Alfredo Morales, one of their heroes.
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TEAMBUILDING AND COMMUNITY SERVICE

From our base of operations in Georgia, we can support your event anywhere.
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IMPACTING COUNTLESS PATIENTS

This is the core of our mission, reaching those in healthcare facilities.
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8. Blount Memorial
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Maryville, Tennessee

DELTA AIR LINES

9. Durham Rescue
Mission

Building on a long history of serving others, these
two volunteers combine to paint a message of hope
for a patient at Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta.
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This custom design, donated by
Insomniac Games, sparks the
imagination of both kids and
adults alike.

10. Nicklaus
Children’s Hospital
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Coral Terrace, Florida

1. Deloitte

This team shows off their reptile
mural and custom patient panel.
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PATIENT PACKS IN NYC
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At Memorial Sloan Kettering in New York City, patients are
completing the final panel of murals painted by volunteers.
The positive messages painted on the back continue to bring
joy and comfort.

2. Edwards Lifesciences

The atrium transformed into an art
studio for the day in California.

3. Akin Gump

Painting brings smiles to the faces of
everyone involved in Washington, D.C.
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4. Southern Company
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Employees paint a bright and bold
encouraging message.

5. Salesforce

When one team member can’t make it
to the PaintFest® event, we bring the
PaintFest® event to him, via live chat!

6. SageNet LLC

Bright ponchos at this team building
event match the art.

7. Simpson Strong-Tie
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11. Richmond University
Medical Center
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In Staten Island, NY, The Walt Disney
Company has donated several custom
designed murals to brighten the children’s unit.

12. Johnston YMCA

Charlotte, North Caronlina

Employees fill the warehouse with a
different kind of material.
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PAINTFEST®KITS

PAINTFEST®PATIENT PACKS

Host your own community service event with your
friends, family, or business associates with our
PaintFest® Kits.

Inspire a patient through a combination of our artwork and your custom, inspiring message on the
back of one panel. A patient will finish the fourth
panel and display it in their hospital room.
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A LITTLE ABOUT US
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The idea for hospital art began in 1975.
John Feight was painting a mural on
one of the walls in the pediatric unit
at Atlanta’s Northside Hospital when a
young girl touched him on the shoulder and said, “I want to paint.” That
touch turned the idea that art can love
into the Foundation for Hospital Art.
In 1984, a 501(c)(3) publicly funded,
non-profit organization was formed
that has sought to change how hospitals look and feel by bringing color to
otherwise sterile walls.

1&4. New Designs

Carousel and Turtle Troop are just a
couple of our newest colorful designs.

2. Otters

This group of playful otters nearly swim
right off the canvas.

3. Materials Included

Visit our website for the full list of materials included in the PaintFest® kit.

5. Anyone Can Do It

From cancer patients to Company executives, anyone can participate and enjoy
contributing to our mission.

6. Collage of Colors

These HR leaders proudly display the
fruits of their labor.
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7&8. Patient Panels

Painted by volunteers, backs of
these two canvases now have positive messages that will be given to
patients who paint the rest.

9&10. Volunteers

Volunteers paint the first three
canvases and get to make their own
design on the back of the fourth
that will encourage the patients
who get to finish the painting.

11. In the Hospital

A moment away from the chaos,
this cancer patient sits to do some
art therapy. The smile says it all!

Since then, we have:
Placed paintings in 195 countries.
Donated over 49,000 paintings to
more than 7,500 healthcare facilities.
Involved more than a million people.
Touched millions of patients around
the world.

Volunteer of the Year
Nasya McCord

Summer Interns

Rachel Dudley, Shae Gillespie,
Kristin Dippolito, and Carson
Madsen

The Foundation’s stated mission is to
give comfort and hope to people in
hospitals and other places of healing.
We seek to make these spaces beautiful, and we want to donate at least
one painting to every hospital on Earth.
People around the world are standing
up to make this dream a reality.
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131 Village Centre West
Woodstock, GA 30188
Phone: 678-324-1695
info@hospitalart.org

The Brushstroke

Keep up with us online:
www.hospitalart.org
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Our mission is to love and comfort patients all around the world.
This image is a perfect example of the fulfillment of that mission.
The Foundation for Hospital Art extends grateful thanks to Federal Home Loan Bank of Atlanta for printing this newsletter and
other Foundation literature. Photos and artwork copyright © 2020 Foundation for Hospital Art. For reprints or reproduction
permission, please contact the Foundation office.

